I describe an algorithm which when given a sentence ? involving universally quanti ed predicate variables, rst reduces this sentence to a normal form ? and then, if ? satis es certain extra restrictions, eliminates the predicate variables of ? to produce a predicate-free equivalent of ?. This process may involve the introduction of skolem functions but in many cases does not (and so produces a more elementary version of ?).
Introduction
Many interesting properties of structures can be de ned by a sentence of the shape (8P 1 ; : : : ; P m ) M] (1) where P 1 ; : : : ; P m are predicate variables constrained to range over the subsets of certain domains, and the matrix M is built up from P 1 ; : : : ; P m and other symbols. There is a tacit assumption here that, in some way, M is essentially simpler in kind than the full sentence (1) . For instance, the 1 1 sentences are those sentences (1) where M is rst order.
It is known that many of these sentences (1) are equivalent to predicate free sentences, i.e. sentences built up without the use of predicate variables (but perhaps using other linguistic gadgets). There are also many sentences (1) which do not have such equivalents. Given a sentence (1) , how can we determine whether or not it does have a predicate free equivalent, and how can we nd an equivalent when it exists?
For instance, in modal logic the standard semantics of a modal formula can be phrased as a 1 1 sentence. Correspondence theory 1] is concerned with nding rst order equivalents of such sentences. Of course, not every modal formula has such a rst order equivalent (otherwise modal logic would be of little use). A standard result due to Sahlqvist 2] describes a wide class of formulas with rst order equivalents, and an analysis of this result (as given in 3] or 4]) provides an algorithm for producing such equivalents.
An important observation is that many sentences (1) are equivalent to some of its particular instances obtained by witnessing the predicate variables by particular predicates. In correspondence theory this is the essence of the`substitution method'. I will describe an algorithm which, given an initial sentence (1) will rst reduce the sentence to a certain normal form and then, if appropriate extra conditions are satis ed, will produce predicate free witnesses which give a predicate free equivalent.
There are several aspects of this algorithm worth noting. The general outline of the algorithm is derived from an analysis of Sahlqvist's result however the applicability of the algorithm is not restricted to modal logic. Furthermore, the algorithm is not concerned only with nding rst order equivalents, in many cases there are acceptable higher order equivalents where no rst order one exists, and the algorithm will search for these.
The reduction phase of the algorithm is a re ned version of the usual process of reduction to skolem normal form (which involves the introduction of skolem variables). However, various parts of the sentence play di erent roles, and some of these need not be skolemized. The reduction phase is organized so that a skolem variable is introduced only when absolutely necessary.
At the heart of the algorithm is a use of monotonicity in the predicate variables to determine a`kernel' substitution which, in a certain sense, generates the whole class of simplifying substitutions. This idea goes back to Ackermann in 5] and 6]. The desired normal forms of the reduction phase are designed so that these`kernel' substitutions are almost immediate.
Here is an overview of the algorithm.
The global strategy is to search for a`kernel' substitution with which the predicate variables may be witnessed. For certain`nice' sentences such a`kernel' is immediately recognizable. These sentences have a`source' from which the`kernel' is extracted, and a`target' into which this`kernel' is sent. The notion of a`kernel' is made precise in De nition 3, and a description of the e ect of the substitution is given in Lemma 4.
To nd a kernel substitution for an arbitrary sentence we perform several rephrasings which take the shape of the sentence towards that of a`nice' sentence. This is the reduction phase of the algorithm. During this reduction process di erent parts of the sentence are treated di erently (for they have di erent jobs to do). To handle the reduction steps it is convenient to label these parts. This is done through the notion of a`special interest sentence' given in De nition 6.
The reduction steps are designed to take the given sentence to a normal form. If successful this reduction achieves a`kernel normal form' as given in De nition 11(b) . Any sentence in kernel normal form is`nice' and the method of extracting a kernel is given in Theorem 12.
The reduction process is described in Section 7. Each reduction step is a simple rephrasing e ected by one of the standard manipulations used to produce a skolem normal form. The most complicated of these involves the introduction of a skolem variable to transfer a quanti er pre x (8x )(9y ) x y ] into (9f )(8x; y ) fx = y ! x y ] in the usual way. Unlike the skolem normal form, the kernel normal form does not require all quanti ers to be at the front. As the reduction proceeds it becomes clear that the internal structure of certain parts of the sentence need not be analysed. These parts are then left intact and deposited in certain`con gurations' or the target. The notion of a special interest sentence is, to some extent, designed to cope with these undisturbed parts.
The paper is written in two parts. In the rst part I describe the general features of the algorithm. To some extent these descriptions can be read independently; in fact I recommend that you do not read them in a linear fashion, but skip from one to another until you get a global view of the whole algorithm. This rst part also contains several preliminary examples illustrating the algorithm.
In the second part I give a batch of examples to show how the algorithm works when applied to modal logic. When considered in the abstract the algorithm can look rather dry and technical. A study of these or similar examples will help you understand the ner points of the algorithm. For your convenience here is a brief description of the contents of the remaining sections.
PART A: generalities 2. Language preliminaries
The algorithm can be used in a vast collection of di erent languages. These can have quite high order features. To x ideas I describe a family of languages for which I expect the algorithm to be most frequent used.
Kernel substitution
This gives the basic notions and technique of the substitution method and proves the fundamental result which supports the whole algorithm.
Special interest sentences
The algorithm requires that sentences are written in a certain format. This section describes this shape and gives several examples.
Kernel extraction
Every sentence in a certain normal form has a kernel substitution which is easily extracted from its shape.
6. An example in circumscription A simple example that doesn't require the details of the reduction phase. 7 . Reduction phase The full details of how sentences are reduced to normal form. 8 . Skolem free equivalents If the initial sentence has a certain restricted shape, then the algorithm is guaranteed to produce a kernel substitution. Furthermore, the resulting predicate-free equivalent does not contained any introduced skolem variables. of the given sentence and, by the introduction of skolem functions, transforms the body :M into clausal form. SCAN then uses resolution techniques to eliminate (where possible) the predicate variables P 1 : : : ; P m . Of course, like all these algorithms, SCAN is only partially successful. Another algorithm with the same objective is described in 8]. This eliminates the predicate variables using a version of the Ackermann trick. Both of these algorithms have in uenced the design of the one presented here.
I am grateful to Dov Gabbay, Hans J urgen Ohlbach, and Andrzej Szalas for providing me with preprints of 7] and 8], and for stimulating my interest in these matters. In particular these preprints informed me of the history of Ackermann's trick (which previously I had known only in the context of correspondence theory). I am also grateful to Johan van Benthem for several pertinent comments on an earlier version of this work. These enabled me to improve the content and presentation of the algorithm. This paper is a revised version of the technical report 9]. For the most part these revisions are the result of the referees' comments on that submitted version of the paper.
PART A: generalities 2 Language preliminaries Let Lang be a language suitable for describing some of the properties of structures of a given signature. Lang may be the canonical rst order language associated with this signature, or could be any of its several enrichments, or it could be something more exotic. To help you x your ideas I will restrict the nature of Lang, however, it is possible that there are applications of the algorithm where a broader kind of language is needed.
A signature is given by a collection of sorts and speci ed operation and relation symbols between these sorts. We are working in a classical, naive, set-theoretic setting, so these sorts are to be interpreted by sets and the operation and relation symbols interpreted by their set theoretic counterparts. The rst order language associated with this signature will have names for these operation and relation symbols, and stocks of variables for each sort where each such variable is constrained to range over that sort.
The full nitary type extension of this signature is obtained by closing o the sorts under cartesian products and function spaces (to produce the types), and then adding in the various associated operations (projection maps, evaluation maps, etc). This type extension has an associated higher order language which has stocks of variables constrained to range over the various types and names for the associated operations. I will refer to this kind of variable as an`inhabitant variable' (for each is constrained to range over the inhabitants of a particular type). Notice that in this higher order language skolem functions are easily handled.
The language Lang may be the associated rst order language, or it may be the full higher order language, or it may be something in between (obtained, for instance, by restricting the allowable types).
Whatever Lang is, we may enrich it in a di erent direction. Thus for certain selected types, we may add stocks of predicate variables constrained to range over subsets of those types. Thus for each such predicate variable P and inhabitant variable u, both associated with the same type, we have a new atomic formula P(u). These can be combined with existing formulas to produce new formulas M containing several predicate variables, and possibly some free inhabitant variables. Suppose that M does not have any such free inhabitant variables (i.e. all occurring inhabitant variables are quanti ed), we may then quantify out the predicate variables to obtain a sentence (1) . In general such sentences capture properties of structures which are not expressible in Lang. Let PLang be this predicate enrichment of Lang. I am concerned here with the question of nding ways of rephrasing (1) without the use of predicate variables. In some cases (1) is equivalent to a Lang sentence. In other cases (1) is equivalent to a sentence of a language SLang obtained from Lang by adding appropriate skolem constructs (so that SLang is a part of the full higher order language described above). In other cases there may be no useful way to eliminate the predicate variables of (1). I will describe an algorithm with the following properties.
Given an appropriate sentence of Plang, as in (1), the algorithm will reduce to an equivalent normal form , and then, if the shape of is of a suitable restricted kind, will produce a SLang sentence which is equivalent to . In many cases is actually a Lang sentence.
(In fact, for technical reasons the algorithm deals with nite collections of sentence (1) where, of course, care is taken to avoid variable capture. This (after doing something about the free inhabitant variables which may be introduced by this substitution) will produce a SLang sentence for which the implication ) is universally valid. But now we nd that, under certain circumstances and with a suitable choice of K 1 ; : : : ; K m , the implicant is actually an equivalent of . This is the essence of what is called the`substitution method'.
The algorithm I describe will, when successful, automatically produce these`kernel' substitutions. When the algorithm fails, it will still give some information about the obstructions to such a substitution.
Notice that the skolem language SLang is actually a candidate for the base language Lang, and so has its own predicate enrichment PSLang. In fact, most of the manipulations will take place within this amalgam PSLang of Slang and PLang.
Kernel substitution
To use the algorithm and understand when and why it works we need to treat di erent parts of sentence (1) in di erent ways. To do this we format (1) in a special way. I will describe this in terms of various restrictions on the sentence, although every sentence (1) can be formatted in a way that meets these restrictions.
I will approach these restrictions step by step.
We x once and for all the sequence P ::= P 1 ; : : : ; P m of predicate variables. At times it is convenient to display the occurrences of these variables in a formula. Thus we write M(P 1 ; : : : ; P m ) or M(P) for M:
In particular, we are concerned with sentences ::= (8P) M(P)]:
The matrix M of this sentence must conform to a certain pattern.
Firstly, M will begin with an initial sequence of universally quanti ed inhabitant variables a. We often refer to these as the parameters of . These variables will be restricted by some nite collection A of SLang formulas, i.e. formulas containing skolem variables but not containing predicate variables. Thus has the shape ::= (8P)(8a) ^A ! N(P)] for some PSLang formula N (whose shape I will deal with later). It will help us if we write this sentence as := (8P)(8a with A) N(P)] (2) to indicate that a is restricted by A. Much of the algorithm is concerned with manipulating these restrictions A. (Because of its position in , I call A an`outer con gurations'. A precise de nition of this notion is given later.) Notice that the con guration A or the whole quanti cation pre x (8a with A) may be empty. Thus particular cases of (2) are (8P)(8a) N(P)] and (8P) N(P)]
i.e. the existence of this pre x is no restriction at all, merely a device for handling the sentence.
The formula N is written as an implication S ! T for certain formulas S and T called the`source' and`target' of . The algorithm is driven by the shape of the source S. As it proceeds, the algorithm will collect suitable parts of S and deposit them in the target T (using the obvious transfer across an implication), and so extract a certain`core' from S. It is this core that will give us the required`kernel' substitution.
To describe the required property of T = T(P) we need a bit of notation and terminology. Let Q ::= Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m be a sequence of fresh predicate variables matching P (in length and in types of components). We write Q P] to abbreviate the sentencê
Given the formula T(P) let T(Q) be the result of substituting Q for P throughout T. Notice that both T(P) and T(Q) depend on the parameters a. 1 DEFINITION. The formula T(P) is monotone if the PSLang sentence
is universally valid. The formula is antitone if its negation is monotone.
Certain monotone formulas can be recognized by their syntactic shape, namely, those that are positive (i.e. contain no negative e ects of negation and implication). It is not necessary to make this later notion precise, however, observe that monotone formulas are closed under conjunction, disjunction, and quanti cation of inhabitant variables.
Of course the object of the exercise is not to replace predicate variables by other predicate variables, but by predicate witnesses. Thus let K ::= K 1 ; : : : ; K m be a sequence of predicate witnesses matching P. We write
and denote the result of substituting K for P throughout T by T(K). Thus T(K) is a SLang formula in the parameters a. 2 LEMMA. Suppose T(P) is monotone and let K be a sequence of predicate witnesses matching P. Then the sentence
We are now in a position to describe the essence of the`substitution' method. (However, the details of the algorithm will require further restrictions on the source S.) 3 DEFINITION. A kernel for the formula S(P) (the source in ) is a sequence K of predicates (as above) such that both (8a) S(K)] (4) and (8P)(8a) S(P) ! K P]] (5) are universally valid. We also speak informally of a kernel of a sentence when we formally mean a kernel of its source.
Observe that (4) and (5) are both implied by the single sentence (8P)(8a) S(P) $ K P]]: (6) The aim of the reduction phase of the algorithm will be to rephrase the source in the form K P] for appropriate K (and hence achieve this last equivalence). Once this has been done we may apply the following result. This is the pivot around which the whole algorithm swings. 
where the rst implication follows by instantiation and the second follows by (4) . For the converse, since K is a kernel of S and since T is monotone, we have both (5) and (3) and these combine to give When does such a kernel exists and how can we nd it? The aim of the reduction phase is to make the existence and shape of the kernel obvious.
Special interest sentences
To nd a kernel substitution for a sentence (provided one exists) we proceed by a sequence of simple rephrasings towards a sentence (8P)(8a with A) S ! T] where for the source S an equivalence (6) can be read o (or it can be seen that there is no such equivalence). The rephrasings are e ected by attacking the source with standard tools for obtaining a prenex normal form (i.e. pulling quanti ers to the front, introducing skolem functions, using a conjunctive or a disjunctive normal form, etc), but with two modi cations.
Firstly, wherever possible a part of the source is transferred into the target (with the obligation that the resulting target must be monotone). This part is then left to reside undisturbed in the target (no matter how complicated the part may be). Secondly, various other parts of the source, in particular many P-free parts, are absorbed into one of several con gurations (as part of a quanti er pre x), and then left undisturbed. Also, the outer con guration will house the required restrictions on the introduced skolem variables. The formatting of the sentence in a certain way is designed to facilitate the handling of the various parts. In the absence of a more colourful terminology I will refer to this kind of sentence as one of`special interest'. Before I can de ne this notion I need to say precisely what a con guration is. respectively. During the workings of the algorithm we will meet both outer con gurations and inner con gurations where here`outer' and`inner' refer to the positions in which these con gurations occur in . In particular, has just one outer con guration, the one shown in (2), but the source formula S will contain several subformulas L each with its own inner con guration.
There is a qualitative di erence between inner and outer con gurations which is a little hard to pin down. Perhaps it is best not to attempt to describe this distinction, but leave you to observe the di erence when the reduction phase of the algorithm is described.
We are now in a position to describe the required shape of . The shape of special interest sentences has been designed to help organize the workings of the algorithm. Typically we will start with a sentence
where D and T are PLang formulas with T monotone. This is a special interest sentence with an empty outer con guration, where the source has just one laminar component, this having an empty pre x and just one disjunct, namely D. The algorithm proceeds by rephrasing D. As this happens the shape of the sentence will become more like that of a special interest sentence as described in the de nition. At certain stages skolem variables will be introduced; these and other variables will be collected together to form the outer con guration.
Notice that the restriction`special interest' is no restriction at all. Any sentence (8P) M]) can be rephrased as At this stage it will be useful if you see some examples of special interest sentences. Later I will use the same examples to illustrate the working of the reduction phase of the algorithm.
We look at four examples, A, B, C, D, each of the shape ::= (8P; Q)(8a) ! ] (9) where ; are built up from the predicate variables P; Q and certain binary relations i( ; ) ; j( ; ) ; k( ; ) ; l( ; ) ; m( ; ) ; n( ; ) which are part of the underlying signature. Thus there are just two predicate variables P; Q and the outer con guration is empty. In all these examples I will assume that is monotone, but we will not look at its internal structure. However, we will look at the internal structure of . (9) is a special interest sentence with just one laminar component, and this component has just one disjunct. However, the internal structure of this disjunct is more complicated and will require several steps to reduce. The two clauses k(x; v) and n(y; w) (of 1 and 2 ) will combine to contribute to the eventual target and to certain inner con gurations.
Before I describe the reduction phase and show how it applies to the examples, you might like to work out how you would rephrase these sentences.
Kernel extraction
The job of the reduction phase is to transform the sentence into a certain normal form from which either we can immediately read o the required kernel, or we can see that the reduction fails.
The second alternative can arise when the original sentence is too complicated for this particular approach to work. Remember also that there are some sentences (1) from which the predicate variables simply cannot be eliminated.
11 DEFINITION. (a) A special interest sentence (as in (7)) is in literal normal form if each disjunct of each of its laminar components is a literal of the form either P(y) or :P(y) (10) for some predicate variable P (taken from the initial block P) and some inhabitant variable y (which will be quanti ed earlier in the sentence).
(b) A special interest sentence is in kernel normal form if each of its laminar components has the shape (8x with X) P(y)] (11) for some predicate variable P (taken from the initial block P) and some inhabitant variable y (which will be quanti ed earlier in the sentence). (In particular, each sentence in kernel normal form is also in literal normal form.)
The reduction phase of the algorithm will automatically produce a literal normal form. The algorithm is successful when this is a kernel normal form, for then we may apply the following result. produces an equivalent of .
Proof. We consider each of the laminar components of in turn. Since is in kernel normal form this means that each such component has the shape (11) for some predicate variable P and inhabitant variable y (taken from x and the parameters a of ). For this component we introduce a fresh inhabitant variable u and rephrase L rst as Consider now all the laminar components of the source S(P) which use the one predicate variable P. Let this collection be L(P) = fL k j 1 k pg and set S(P) ::=^L(P ): From above, each L k is equivalent to a formula
Note that K P (u) is a predicate witness for P, and may contain other free variables taken from the parameters a.
If we now use the abbreviation introduced earlier, we see that we have rephrased S(P) to make (8P)(8a) S(P) $ K P P]] universally valid.
Finally, let K = (K P j P 2 P) be the sequence of predicate witnesses so constructed and, as before, let
Then, since S(P) ::=^fS(P ) j P 2 Pg we see that
is universally valid. In particular, the sequence K is a kernel for S(P), and the required result follows immediately.
Let us see how this result applies to two of the Running Examples 13 RUNNING EXAMPLE (A). We will see later that this sentence reduces to ::= (8x 3 with X 3 ) 1 _ 2 ] for appropriate con gurations A; X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 and some monotone . Suppose now that each of 1 ; 2 ; 3 is an instance of P( ) or Q( ) at some variable. Then (5) is in literal normal form. However, because of the 3 clause, (5) is in kernel normal form only if 1 and 2 are identical, i.e. instances of the same predicate variable at the same inhabitant variable. This illustrates how the shape of the kernel normal form is a much more severe restriction than that of the literal normal form.
At this juncture there appears to be no alternative but to get stuck into a description of the reduction phase of the algorithm. Not quite; let's take a look at a result in circumscription. 6 An example in circumscription
The topic of circumscription arises when we are interested in certain structures for which part of the data is a distinguished predicate constant C. These structures are required to model certain global restrictions given by a sentence T(C), and amongst these models we wish to isolate those for which the predicate C is minimal. In general this minimality is a higher order requirement, but in particular cases it may be captured in a lower order way.
Suppose we add to the underlying language Lang a predicate constant C to obtain the language Lang(C). Every formula (C) of Lang(C) can then be regarded as the instantiation of a formula (P ) of PLang obtained by replacing the predicate variable P by C. In particular, the global restrictions T(C) can be viewed as the instantiation of some formula T(P) of PLang.
The required minimality can be phrased informally as any predicate P which satis es T(P) and which is included in C must, in fact, be equal to C. Formally this is the sentence
in the language PLang(C). We are interested in nding a P-free equivalent of T circ . A result given by Lifschitz in 10, 11] is that such an equivalent does exist when T(P) is monotone (in P). Van Benthem pointed out to me that this result follows by a simple application of the substitution method, and provides a nice illustration of Theorem 12 without the need to go into the details of the reduction process.
We need a bit of notation. For the formula T(P) we look at two substitution instances T for P]
obtained by replacing the variable P throughout T by (whatever this is). The two instances are T : (P ) given by T :P for P] T (C) given by T C( )^( 6 = a) for P]:
Note that T (C) has a as a free inhabitant variable. With this we can state and prove Lifschitz's result.
15 THEOREM. When the formula T(P) is monotone, the minimality requirement T circ is equivalent to (8a) C(a) ! :T (C)].
Proof. Some simple rearrangements inside the matrix shows that T circ is equivalent to (P ) by K( ) is just the formula T (C), and hence an application of Theorem 12 produces the equivalent of T circ required to complete the proof.
The syntactic rearrangements performed in this proof are all simple examples of possible steps in the reduction phase.
Reduction phase
For technical reasons (which will become clear later) we don't reduce a single special interest sentence but a nite collection of such sentences. To eliminate many of the quanti ers from the various disjuncts;
To isolate the occurrences of the various predicate variables.
This will be achieved by a re ned version of the usual procedure for converting a sentence to skolem normal form; but skolem functions will be introduced only when absolutely necessary. The shape of a special interest sentence has been designed to help organize this reduction. In particular, the various inner con gurations will be used to gather together the predicate free parts of the sentence, and the outer con guration will house the restrictions on the introduced skolem variables. . This step is repeated until a literal normal form is achieved (when, in fact, no more reduction steps are possible).
Let us look at the details of the attack on L.
We know that has the shape ::= (8P)(8a with A) L^S
where S + is the conjunction of the remaining laminar components not under immediate attack. We know also that the shape of L is as in (8) . We now perform the following manipulations where, in cases of con icting possibilities, priority is given to the earliest mentioned choice.
As you go through these manipulations you might like to keep in front of you the Running Examples. You will nd it instructive to test the applicability of each manipulation on each Example. Descriptions of the resulting reductions are given at the end of this section. Suppose that the initial pre x of L is empty, that L has just one disjunct, and that this disjunct begins with an existential quanti er. In these circumstances we may rephrase L as This increases the number of parameters and increases the size of the outer con guration but does not introduce any new skolem constructs. Notice how this step extends the outer con guration. and then a simple calculation shows that , 0 : Notice that this step introduces a new parameter, but does not extend the outer con guration.
This completes the description of the possible reduction steps. At a rst reading of these steps you may think that the Empty pre x-9 case could be subsumed under the Outer extension cases. So it could, but there are good reasons for not doing this. The Empty pre x-9 case does not introduce any skolem variables, whereas the Outer extension reductions do, and we wish to avoid unnecessary skolem variables whenever possible. This is also the reason for putting a priority on the possible manipulations in cases of con icting choices. This priority preserves an empty inner pre x for as long as possible, and so delays the introduction of skolem variables (by having to apply an Outer extension case) until absolutely necessary.
Where an Outer extension rephrasing has to be applied, it seems that it is more e cient to use the without case wherever possible. There are various tricks for converting a simple case into a complex case and some of these are used later in Examples 35 and 36.
As you worked through these reduction steps you should have been trying them out on the Running Examples. Let's see how you got on. 17 RUNNING EXAMPLE (A). This is a special interest sentence with an empty outer con guration and just one laminar component. This component has an empty pre x so an application of Empty pre x-9 is required. Such an application produces This is another special interest sentence this time with two laminar components. The rst of these components is immune from attack, but another application of Empty pre x-9 on the second component gives the sentence 00 as was considered in item 13.
RUNNING EXAMPLE (B)
. This is a special interest sentence with two laminar components both of which are susceptible to applications of Outer extension-without. We thus introduce new skolem variables f; g of the appropriate type together the following restrictions as the predicate witnesses for P and Q.
19 RUNNING EXAMPLE (C). This special interest sentence has just one laminar component, and this component has an empty pre x and just one disjunct. This disjunct begins with 9 so we apply Empty pre x-9 to get is as above. This special interest sentence also has just one laminar component (which has a non-empty pre x), and this component has two disjuncts. One of these disjuncts (namely the second one) is susceptible to 8 transfer, and this produces The middle two components, 1 and 2 , both contain a predicate free disjuncts, so can be rephrased as to produce (5) ::= (8P; Q)(8a; b; f; g with i(a; b))
This is the shape that was considered in item 14.
A further selection of examples is given in Section 11.
Skolem free equivalents
Suppose we start from a general interest sentence ? which is a PLang sentence. Under what conditions will the algorithm produce a Lang equivalent for ?? Clearly we require that the reduction phase does not introduce any skolem variables, and the achieved literal normal form is a kernel normal form. These can be guaranteed by appropriate extra conditions on the sentence ?, and I have designed the algorithm so that these extra restrictions are almost immediate. Before I give them it is convenient to introduce an auxiliary notion. The original modal case of the algorithm was analysed by Sahlqvist in 2]. As we will see later, the following de nition is obtained by lifting Sahlqvist's conditions to the present more general situation.
22 DEFINITION. (a) A special S-sentence is a special interest sentence which is a PLang sentence (skolem free) and for which each laminar component is molecular.
(b) A general S-sentence is a nite conjunction of special S-sentences.
The analogue of Sahlqvist's result is now straight forward.
23 THEOREM. Each general S-sentence is equivalent to a Lang sentence.
Proof. Consider rst the e ect of the reduction phase. At each step we attack one of the laminar components of one of the special conjuncts. This component is molecular. This shows that the whole reduction phase never leaves the realm of general S-sentences, and so the achieved equivalent normal form is a general S-sentence.
Consider now the shape of a general S-sentence which is in literal normal form. Since no other reductions are possible, each laminar component of each special conjunct is of the form (8x with X) P(y)]
and hence the sentence is in kernel normal form. Thus Theorem 12 is applicable.
This completes the generalities. It is now time to look at some particular examples taken from the area of modal logic.
Modal background
Modal logic is concerned with applying propositional techniques to analyse the properties of relational structures. This is a viable technique since the propositional language used has some second order power. In particular, the canonical semantics of a modal formula is expressible as a second order (in fact, 1 1 ) sentence. Correspondence theory is that part of modal logic which is concerned with delineating the precise expressive properties of modal languages.
I have already described a general algorithm which, when supplied with a higher order sentence involving universally quanti ed predicate variables, will search for a predicate free equivalent. In the next section we are going to use this algorithm on the semantics of modal formulas. Before this I will give a quick survey of the relevant background. For each signature I there is a canonically associated rst order language Lang which is used to describe the properties of transition structures. Thus Lang has a stock of element variables intended to range over the elements of the carrying set A of the interpreting transition structure A, a distinguished binary relation symbol for each atomic label i 2 I.
As usual we will confuse parts of the language Lang with the corresponding parts of the interpreting structure. In particular we write We enrich Lang to a language PLang by adding a stock of predicate variables P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; : : : intended to range over the subsets of the carrying set A of the interpreting structure A.
Thus in PLang we have new atomic formulas of the form P(u) where P is a predicate variable and u is an element variable. (The intended interpretation of this is that`u belongs to P'.) We combine these new atomic formulas with the formulas of Lang to generate a new class of formulas (by closing o under the boolean connectives and element quanti ers). Let (P 1 ; : : : ; P m ) be one such formula, where I have displayed the occurring predicate variables P 1 ; : : : ; P m . By universally quantifying these predicate variables we obtain a new kind of formula ::= (8P 1 ; : : : ; P m ) (P 1 ; : : : ; P m ): These are the 1 1 formulas. Suppose that is a sentence, i.e. has no free element variables. We write A j = to indicate that is true in A. This, of course means that \For all subsets X 1 ; : : : ; X m of A, : : : ". We are interested in nding predicate free equivalents to such sentences .
So far I have introduced nothing that is peculiar to modal logic. Let us now look at these aspects. hold for all transition structures. Notice that these ensure that every modal formula can be rephrased in an equivalent form as a standard formula. This is done by rst eliminating ! and $ in favour of :;^; _ and then driving all negation symbols : down onto the atomic components (the variables) and cancelling :: whenever this iteration occurs. Because of this we will not distinguish between a modal formula and any of its standard rephrasings. It should be clear that the Kripke semantics of a modal formula can be described (via the Tarski semantics) by a 1 1 sentence ( ) such that A , A j = ( ) holds for all transition structures A. We need to look at the details of the construction of ( ). Fix an element variable u. Also x an injective assignment p 7 ! P from modal variables p to predicate variables P. For each modal formula we construct a PLang formula p q with the following properties. The only predicate variables occurring in p q are those of the form P for modal variables p occurring in , and non of these are bound.
The only other free variable of p q is the distinguished element variable u. There may be bound element variables in p q. Whenever this translation is employed, I will judiciously choose the variables involved so that unwanted clashes do not happen. (This is not the most e cient translation in terms of the use of element variables, however, it is the safest.) Let be any modal formula built up from the modal variables p 1 ; : : : ; p m . The corresponding PLang formula p q has free predicate variables P 1 ; : : : ; P m and a free element variable u (and no other free variables). We set ( ) ::= (8P 1 ; : : : ; P m )(8a) p q(a)] to obtain the 1 1 translation of . We are interested in taking such a sentence ( ) and attempting to eliminate the predicate variables P 1 ; : : : ; P m . This may require the introduction of certain skolem functions. Thus we enrich Lang to a language SLang by adding for each n 2 N with n > 0, a stack of variables of arity n intended to range over the n-ary operations A n > A on the carrying set A of the interpreting structure. The variables of Lang which already exists, the element variables, are the variables of arity 0. I will refer to this whole family of variables (the variables of arity n for n 2 N) as the inhabitant variables. This distinguishes them from the predicate variables (which, of course, do not occur in SLang).
The language SLang has various term forming constructs. Thus if f is an inhabitant variable of arity n and t 1 ; : : : ; t n are terms (already constructed) then f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) is a new term. The intended meaning of this is the result of evaluating the operation f at the arguments t 1 ; : : : ; t n .
Finally we amalgamate Plang with SLang into one language PSLang: This is done by adding to SLang the predicate variables (ranging over the subsets of the carrying set A, not over subsets of higher types). The atomic formulas of PSLang have one of the three forms s = t ; s i ?! t ; P(t) where s; t are terms and P is a predicate variable. There are, of course, various typing restrictions lurking beneath this enrichment. I won't elucidate these for they are not exposed by the examples I give in Section 11 The general procedure is to take a modal formula , convert it into a 1 1 sentence ( ), and then apply the algorithm to ( ). Of course, this can be done only if ( ) is a special interest sentence, but this is not a severe limitation since ( ) can be phrased as (8P)(8a) :p q(a) ! a 6 = a] which is a special interest sentence with just one laminar component, this having an empty pre x and just one disjunct, namely :p q(a). 10 
The original monomodal version of Sahlqvist's result states that each modal formula m ( ! ) where satis es a rather complicated condition, is positive has a rst order equivalent. I will show that when the algorithm is given the 1 1 translation of such a modal sentence, it will automatically generate the required rst order equivalent. I will describe a polymodal version of the result.
The rst job is to explain the \rather complicated condition" satis ed by . To do this I make use of the analysis of the condition given in 4, Lemma 2.6]. Thus consider rephrasing in standard form, i.e built up from atoms and negated atoms using onlŷ ; _; , and . The`complicated condition' then ensures that the Sahlqvist formula is equivalent to a conjunction of formulas
where now each has a less complicated shape. The polymodal version of this shape is as follows. A general Sahlqvist formula is a conjunction of special Sahlqvist formulas.
Sahlqvist's result says that the semantics of a general Sahlqvist formula is equivalent to a rst order sentence. To prove this it is clearly su cient to check that the 1 1 translation of a general Sahlqvist formula is a general S-sentence (for then we may apply Theorem 23). To complete the paper I give a selection of applications of the algorithm to the semantics of modal formulas. Some of these make use of the previous Running Examples.
Modal examples
To begin let's have a look at four simple examples, as follows (where i; j; k; : : : are arbitrary labels).
I have chosen these to illustrate some of the di erent properties of the algorithm. The rst two examples, (a) and (b), each contain just one variable. This simpli es some of the later mechanics of the algorithm. In contrast, the examples (c) and (d) contain more than one variable. Both of the formulas (a) and (c) do have rst order equivalents. This ensures that the workings of the algorithm are straight forward. Formulas (b) and (d) do not have rst order equivalents, so, although the algorithm is still successful, it requires the use of skolem functions.
Before we start on these examples you may like to look at some of their monomodal instances.
In example (a) we may set i = j = k = l = 1 (say)
to obtain the con uence axiom p ! p:
The polymodal version is hardly more complicated than this. We may also set This is a special interests sentence with an empty outer con guration and just one laminar component, (a), which has just one disjunct, namely 9u with This completes the preliminary examples. Let us now begin to test the e ectiveness of the algorithm on more complicated formulas.
One of the ways to do this is to try the algorithm on a sequence of examples of increasing complexity and the polymodal version of the modal reduction principles of van Benthem 12] are just such a sequence. For a given modal variable p, these are the formulas (0) p ! (1) hiip ! (2) hii j p ! (3) O is either a box or a diamond operator. It is known that (0,1,2) have rst order equivalents, but (3; ) do not. Fitch made an initial skirmish into this area in 13] where he considered the monomodal version of shape (1) . Van Benthem gave a full analysis of the monomodal cases in 12] and earlier papers. You will nd that the algorithm easily copes with these formulas (where, from (3) onwards, skolem functions are necessary). Let us look at the details of case (5).
34 EXAMPLE. For arbitrary labels i; j; k; l, and m, and a modal variable p let ::= hii j hki l hmip ! where is any positive formula built up from p. After some preliminary reductions we nd that the is the required equivalent to the semantics of .
The next example shows that under certain circumstances a use of Outer extensionwith can be replaced by a use of Outer extension-without. This appears to achieve a more e cient use of skolem variables. The o cial algorithm as carried out in item 20 now makes two separate attacks on these existential quanti ers (using Outer extension-with) and so introduces two skolem variables. It then performs some rather tedious manipulations inside the matrix to achieve some appropriate sentence (5) ( ). However, a simple trick at this stage leads to a much simpler calculation.
Notice that by a change of variable the matrix of You may like to check that the particular case k = m = n = 0 produces a rst order equivalent to , and work out how this can be obtained from the given general equivalent. I suggest that you also consider the variant of this Example obtained by replacing by ::= hii j (hki l p _ m hni r p)
for some label r. You will nd that the algorithm breaks down, even for the apparently simpler case of r = ;.
For the next example I have chosen a modal formula which, as far as I can discern, has no modal signi cance, but it does help to illustrate many of the facilities of the algorithm. Again we also use a trick to achieve a more e cient use of skolem variables. so that ( ) , 1^ 2 which, no doubt, can be cleaned up a little.
This is enough examples to keep you going for a while.
Final comments
The algorithm as presented here is by no means the nished article. What are its limitations and, more importantly, what are the limitations of the general method on which the algorithm is based? The crucial components of the method are the use of monotonicity and the existence of a kernel substitution. Just how extensive is this general method, and to what extent does this particular algorithm cover all these cases? I do not know an example of a sentence which has a predicate-free equivalent but this equivalent is not produced by the algorithm. Howeever, I can not believe that this is the full story. Two particular questions need to be looked at and, with luck, answered. Is there a 1 1 sentence which has a rst order equivalent but no such equivalent arises as the result of witnessing the predicate variables in some way? (I suspect there are such sentences.) For those 1 1 sentences which are equivalent to the conjunction of nitely many witnessed instances, is it the case the the algorithm will produce the equivalent?
The e ciency of the algorithm should be improved. There are various tricks which it may be possible to incorporate into the the algorithm. I have not done this here because I don't fully understand what these tricks are doing (I can merely recognize certain situations when they might be useful). One such trick is to change a bound predicate variable from P to :P. This doesn't change the semantics of the parent sentence but does change its internal structure. (For instance, it can change an antitone part into a monotone part).
Another trick which I can't fully get to grips with is the one used in Example 35. This, you will recall, is related to the Running Example D. The o cial algorithm as carried out on this example in item 20 produce a lot of unhelpful shu ing. This was avoided in 35 by observing the two disjuncts could be coalesced. A fuller explanation of what is going on here is required.
It may be possible to iterate the use of the algorithm. Thus the rst application could eliminate one batch of predicate variables in favour of another batch, and then a second application could eliminate these remaining variables. It is not clear to me whether or not this produces anything di erent then eliminating all the predicate variables at once. If it is not, then this opens up many possibilities.
So far I have tested the algorithm mainly on modal examples (as given in Section 11). This, of course, may be giving a wrong impression of what the algorithm can achieve (for there may be special features of such modally generated sentences which are helping, or hindering, the workings of the algorithm). Several other families of sentences should be investigated.
As present the algorithm is concerned with logical equivalents. It would be interesting to see a version which searches for equivalents relative to a given theory.
Again all the equivalents sought are classical. I have not investigated the extent to which the equivalents are constructive. This might be a fruitful path to follow, for the family of languages described in Section 2 ts naturally into constructive type theory.
There are some equivalents which the algorithm simply will not deal with because of a basic obstruction in the language. For instance, consider the modal formula ( p ! p) ! p known as L ob's formula. This is known not to have a rst order equivalent but does have a perfectly clear and simple second order equivalent (which is not just the translation of its semantics). The algorithm as described here will never produce this equivalent. This is because the equivalent refers to gadgets which are not a part of the machinery of SLang, namely sequences of elements. It would be interesting to see how the algorithm can be extended to encompass this.
